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Plagiari.sm: It Could Have Come 
Upon a Midnight Clear 

by Laura Brandon -, 

I 

If you haven't given much thought to 
plagiarism, it's high time you do. If writing a 
boring paper the nighL before · a deadline is a 
misdemeanor, then using another person's ideas 
witho4t giying them credit is a felony. Clearly 
1efined instances of plagiari,stn result from copy
ing another author's words verbatim oi- claiming 
someone else's work as your own without giv
ing credit. But we all know_ that : . . A fine, 
Honor Code-upholding Scottie would never bla
tantly steal the ideas and words of another, but 
could she plagiarize without even knowing it? 

, Yes. Accidental plagi~sm can- happen 
to anyone but can ·be preventecl if you keep a 
few things in- mind throughout the writing proc
ess. 

Most importantly, keep track of your re
sources as you research. While taking notes on 
a source, jot down the page numbers and in
clude quotation marks around the author's 
words.. Create a system for taking nQtes t}:iat 
indicates exactly where you found each piece of 
information. Documenting as you go will save . 
you from last minute panic-attacks and prevent 
you from co¢using an author's ideas with yo_ur 
own. If you wait until the fast draft of your pa
per to insert page- numbers and quotatjon inarks, 
chances are you might make careless mis
takes or overlook passages that need to be cited. 

(Continued on page 2) 
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Ring -the Bells: · 
It's Warping .Time in the Cicy 

- by Laurie Boggs 

It's -a paradox. Day by day, the end of 
classes creeps closer~ and yet somehow Christ
mas break just seems to be getting further away. 
The turkey and dress'ing and -cranberry sauce 
even seem ehisive at times.' 

· As the end 'of the semester approaches, 
and the due dates of your final p_apers become 
the frightful motivation for lorig hours spent in 
front of a computer screen, be of good cheer. , 
Writing .does not need to be a random, unpre
dictable, dreaded activity. It can actually be fun, 
and it is especially fun when you learn that you 
can write like a good writer. · 

Good· writers do two things all the time: 
they plan their writing, and they practice their 
writing. (Continued on page 5) 
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Plagiarism ... (Continued.from page 1) 

Generally, you don't need to use citations 
_ for information that is, common knowledge or for 
, facts that surface in a wide range of sources. If a 

fac_t is ~bscure or de~atable, then cit~ it so that 
your reader , can access tlie information herself 
Make sure to distingui,sh between pure· facts and 
·an author's interpretation of the facts: - If an -
author's. idea is similar to your own ideas, you 
don't always need to cite. However, don't skip 
using citations simply becaus~ you agree with the 
author. When sumII_lariziryg from a source, use 
your own words. Don't JUSt insert synonyms'or 
reverse the word order of an author's -sentence. 
Always cite data and statistical information, even 

'if you are ·using· it for different conclusions than 
its ori'ginal source. And last · but not least, ac-

-knm;ledge informal s_ources such as yo~r class 
notes or suggestions from your peers and profes
sors. 

Using proper documentation may some
•- times· seemlike a thorn. in yo_ur side, but remem-

- _ ,, ber that fr gives credence to your argument!· Ask -
· your profes~ors which style of documentation 
• they pr~fer- MLA (Modem Language Associa

tion); APA (American Psychological Associa
tion), CBE (Council of Biology Editors), or 
CMS (Chicago Manual of Style). Jnfo_rmation on
documenting resources in these styles can be 
found in your St. Martin' s Handboo1: or online 'at: 

I 

http://www. mla. o_~g/main _ stl. htm 

http://juno.concordia.ca/faqs(apanetscape.html 

· http://www.eds.evansville.net/courses/ 
I ' . 

whandbook/OocChicago.html 

http: //www: wise. edu/writetest/Handbook/ 
DocCBECitationS~quence.html 

This artide has been adapted from: 
Lusford, Andrea, and Connors, Robert. The St 

M.artin's Handbook . . New York: Bedford, 
1999. 494-7 .. 

ll II 
Erika Blanchard 
I'm a ·junior and this is my, first year as a tutor. I 
am an English major and· Africana Studies minor. 
I enjoy working primarily witli first-year students, 
helping tq.em· to overcome their' fears· of Agnes 
Scott English professors and the papers they as-· 
-sign. The Writing C~nter definitely helped me 
when I was a fi_rst-year student, and I want to of-
fer that same.help to others. . . 

Laurie Boggs _ 
Bi! I'm a senior ~n_glish Lit/Creative Writing ma
jor, and this is my third year as a Writing Center 
tuto( I'm working with Dr. Tolliver and _Dr. 
Khwaja this semester:as the course tutor for two 
segtions of English 101. I especially enjoy help- • 
ing writers develop their theses and plan the 
structure of their papers. 

.Laura Brandon 
I am a-fifth-year student and have been tutoring 
writing for three y~ats. I particularly enjoy work
ing with students on developing their thoughts 
and organizing their papers to best present their 
ideas 

, Rebecca Carefoot . · 
I am anEnglishLit/Creative Writing major. I·am 
a sophomore and this is my' first year tutoring. I 
,enjoy helping students with. all· stages of the proc
ess • of writing papers. I especially enjoy creative 
writing ap.d hope to help stude~ts wit~ creative as 
well as analytical writing.· 

Kristin Carlson 
I am an English and French. do_uble major. I'~ a 

. junior, and this is my first year as ·a Writing Cen
ter. tutor. I love helping with all stages of the 
.writing process ' · 

Lee Hayes 
I ain a junior English and Theatre doub,le major 
and am in my second y~ar of tutoring. My favor-_ 
ite part of tutoring js talking with other students · 
about their ideas, so I really enjoy the .brainstorm
ing stag~ _of writing. 

_(Tutor f3ios co_ntinued on page 6) 
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Ro·ckin' ·Around the 
World Wide Web 

(But Evaluate Your Sources First) 
· ~Y Rebecca Carefoot 

More people have access to the Internet 
than ever before, and with widespread access 
comes widespread use of the Internet for-research 
purp_oses. The Internet can be an· extremely use
ful research tool; it covers an astoundingly broad 
range of subjects and affords the user a chance to 
research at home rather than in the library. The 

. problem with Internet sources is that absolutdy 
anyone can make a Web site regardless· of creden
tials or accuracy. Your task is to weed· out the 
good sites from the bad and use only the most ac
curate and up to date sources. The Internet pro
vides us with a useful- and easy method for re
searching; however it should not be the only 

. method you use. Remember that books and jour
nals are still more widely accepted by the aca
demic community as valid and accurate sources of 
information. · 

There are several things to_ consider when 
evaluating an Internet sq~rce: ' 

• Who ci:eated the Web site? Figuring out 
who created the Web site you are checking 
can be useful in determining its reliability. If 
you can find a link to a personal home page 
with information on the site's creator, or if 

_ there is a list of credentials on the page, you 
can.get a better idea of who is behind the site. 

, Once you have determined something about 
the author, you will have a better idea of the 
author's credibility and -any possible biases 
they may"have. 

• Who sponsored the site? Let's say you are 
doing a report on cigarettes and you find a 
Web site that supports smoking. If you are at 
http://www.Marlboro.com/ you should be 
aware of the fact-that someone with a stake in 
the issue is sponsoring the s~te. Don't let their 
biB;S influence your paper, anp try _not to take 
biased information as fact. 

• What are _ the sources used by the site's 
creator? Check to m~e sure that the site 
you are · visiting _- has documented its .sources 
·correctly. If the sources listed are legitimate; 
the chances are better that the information the 
site presents is accurate. If there· are links to 
other. sites, sources or not, take a look and see 
what types of sites _have been linked. If the 
other sites being promoted are reliable, the 
site you are examining may be reliable as welL 

• Is the information presented accurate? ,If 
you have already done some research on your 
subject or you have some prior knowledge, 
check the site to make sure its information 
agrees with what you know is correct. If the 
site you are checking ·has any incorrect infor
mation, it is not reliable. You should · search 
for a more accurate site. 

• Is the information current? If you can find 
the date the site was created or the date of the 
last update, you can get an idea of whether 
the information is current or out o~ date. Try 
to stick to the m~re current sites, especially if 
you are studying a subject ~hich is still evolv
ing. If you know there have been recent ad
vances in your fieltl that were not addressed 

- by the Web site, look elsewhere. 

In general: when you are using the web as a re
source, exercise caution and use your common 
sense to make sure you rely on the accurate, 
credible Web sites. Check out these links:_ 

Evaluating Internet Information 
http://milton.mse.jhu.edu: 8001/res~arch/ 
education/net.html 

A Student's Guide to Researc~ Wrth the WWW 
http:/ /www_, slu. edu/departments/ english/research 

Links to Internet Sources in Various Disciplines 
http://www. smpcollege. com/online-4styles~help/ 
ires.html 



Fill Buttrick Hall with Sounds of . ,- / . 

. Tutoring: Fa La La _La_La .. _. 
by Hillary Wiggins · 

You have just finished your paper and are
certain it is complete, but you want sorileo~e to -
check over it for grammatical errors. Whe°: you 
take -it to Jhe Writing Center, the tutor begins to 
discuss - your thesis and · supporting argument. 
You are -shocked! .All you wanted was to know if 
all of your commas were right. · · 
· . But what the tutQr has done is her job: tu-

' ·toring. . 
You might be thinking, "Wait a minut~ 

When I ask for tutoring, doesn't that mean proof.:. 
reading?" · · 

1 

· Not exactly. · While proofreading is a 
compon~nt of tµtoring, the tutoring process is 

· • much 1arger ~ d in the end, more "helpful ·than 
·slll}ple proofrea_ding.. Tµtoring helps all types of 
writers with all types of assignments. · Most writ
ers can improve more from discussing their theses 
_and their -papers as a, whole than from putting the 
quotes iri the right pl_ace. I am not suggesting that 
punctuation and grammar are not -important, but 

· rather that a paper without a point 1ieeds a point 
before it needs correctly placed commas. Natu
rally, a paper complete with a thesis and proper 
punctuation would be -best; but as everyone 

1 knows; tha,t can be difficult. 
Enter_ the Writing Center Tutoc Trained 

in tutoring, she brings experienc~ and the lessons 
she has ·1earned about · her own . writing to each 
session in order to better help you. The Writing 
Center works on the prfuciple of peer-to-peer col- · 
la~oration, whiqh emphasizes the entire writing 
process and improvements in. the writers _capabili-: 
ties, not perfecting one paper. This collaborative 
effort removes some of the mystique from writing 
'and allows the writer t9-express both her frustra
tions and successes at any point .in 'the process of. 
writing.' Hopefu~y, it also makes it easier to wi:ite 
the next.paper. · · 

Proofreading most lik~ly will not help the 
next time you · need an . outline; it. is ~finicky . like 

· that. The Writing Center contains many 
· resources to help with proofreading, ,including 
copies of th<! St. Martin's· Handbook, and tut9rs 

are very willing to read over papers and make 
_ suggestions, but please do not expect thein to· be 
_ editors who identify all your sentence construc
tion errors with -strange proofreading marks. In
stead, be prepared to cf.iscuss your writing, what 
improvements can be ·made .and perhaps most im
portantly, why they need to . be made. Knowing 
that you misplaced a comma can only _truly 'help 
you if yo.a know why it is misplaced._ A tutoring 

· session offers you the -opportunity~ to ask ques
tions · abo4t yom;· gramniatical · ntjstakes. and learn 
how to improve your writing. So feel free to s_top 
by the Writing Centet and mwce an appointment, . 

· at any point·in your writing; the tutors woul~ love ·,· 
to help by doing their jol:r- tutoring. 

' 

Proofreading is (Tutoring is not): 

* Fixing _mistakes in spelling, grammar, and 
·usage , 

* concerned or~y with one paper, ·the 
current one 

* Possible without any discussion of 
writing· 

* Someone else's corrections - ·-
* For a paper that already ~s a good thesis 

an~ proper support 

* What the Writing Center does only when 
accompanied by tutoring and a well- _ 
developed paper 

' \ 

Tutoring is: 
-

* Explaining components of writing with 

·* 

examples, suggestions; and di~cussion 
impossible without both tutor and writer, -
for it is collaborative · 

A time when ideas are discussed 

• Helping a writer correct her own writing 

• For all points in the writing process 

• What the Writing Center d~s! 
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Ring the Bells ... (Continued from page 1) 

Think for a minut~ of writing as playing a · 
game. -You have a goal, and you.have a . general 
idea of how · to reach your goal, and, of 
course, you,have·o~stacles that must be overcom~ · 
along the way. ];he great thing is that the act of. 

.___writing, like video games, has ·built-in- short cuts: 
Warp zones, if you will. A strong thesi& arid out
line ·can be your best tools for wnting a well
thought-out-essay in a reasonable amount of time. 
There's onfy one catch: they want 'to be· created 
~arly in the writing process, like soon after' you 
have brainstormed. They want to be· there to help 
you while you write the paper, not forgotten until 
after the firs_t draft is written. If you ~ait until· af
ter you have written your first-draft to come up 
with your thesis, for example, . or if you ·spend a 
page and a half of your paper rambling about your 
subj(?ct, not sure what your 11ext point is or how 
to get there, then you nave missed the point of 

- warp-ability. 
. . Learning to warpin writing (or,as your 

professors .call ,it, "to plan")_ is -r'eally great be
cm,ise once you have brought your thesis into be-

' ing, you can let it take over and nudge you into 
· bringing an outline into 'beirig. Theri -once · you 

have an outline that organizes the information you ' 
want to use to proye your thesis, you just have to 

· sit down with your outline and follow it as you· 
write your paper; letting it guide you from point 
to _'point. You will transfer the abbreviated irifor

. mation and thoughts of your outline in_to the com
plete sentences and paragraphs of your paper. 

"OK," you are saying, "What is a thesis? 
How do I create one?" -

"Those are very good questions," I reply. ' 
"I will tell you-how to warp.'' · 

1 A thesis i~ a statement that tells your read-
ers what your paper is. about. E;_very paper should 
have · a :thesis. Your thesis should appear in your · 
int~oductory par~graph. It should be argumenta
tive. An argumentative thesis will not merely 
state something that is true, but, will niake a claim 
about what ought to·· be or direct your readers to 
an interpretation or understanding of your st1b
ject. Your paper will attempt to prove the valid
ity of your claim, but if you have selected an ap
propriat~ argurp.entative thesis, 'you should be able 

to imagine at least op.e opposing view to your po·-
sition. 

• j 

'A good thesis will be made up of two 
parts: the part I cali "the facts" and the _part whid1 
answers the question, "So what's important about 
the facts?" "The facts~' are anything about · the 
text or about the world. that are indisputably true. 
The "So what's~ important about the facts?" is 
your argumentative claim; it is the n.1ain idea of 
your paper. ~ good way to come up with the ar- · 
gumenfative part of your thesis is to -examine the 
facts that you have been given to write about, or 
if you have been given no specific topic 'to write · 
on, to 1examine the facts that are interesting to 
you. ·A ' 'So what?'' should emerge. · If you begin. • 

, ,writing your paper before you have pinpointed 
the "So ,what?" of your thesis, · be prepared to . -
spend · more than the average a1I16imt of time on 
your reV1s10n. 

· If you create an. outline before beginning 
your paper, both it and your thesis will help you 
stay on topic while wri.ting. Outlining is not cru
cial to writing papers (writing ·a thesis is!), buf 

1 
outlining is an important tooJ for organizing your 
information . and determining _a clear path to take 
fat discussion of your topic.. Additionally; organ- ' 
izing often warns you of possible snags in your 
'thesis' that otherwis·e you might not notice until 
you are halfway fini shed with your paper and you 

' -
do not· have enough time before it is due to 

, cqange your thesis. . 
. What warping 'is all· about is ~aving your

self time and frustration, two very important 
things that only become more •important as the 
semester end nears and we feel our~elves ap
proaching the brink ofinsanity anyway: For your. 

. n~xt paper, try these tw~ warping techniques and 
let me kno~ how they work. 

Happy warping to all; and remember, 
Good writers keep-practicing at the game! '. . , . 



Time Monday Tuesday Wednesday Thursday Friday Sunday 

9:15-9:45 KC HW 

9:45-10:15 KC HW 

IO: 15-10:45 
"Tutors' 
Meeting 

KC KT HW 

10:45-11 :] 5 ""' LMB KC KT LMB -
I 

11 :15-11:45 Llvffi KT LMB 
. 

11 :45-12:15 LMB LMB 

12:15-12:45 \ 

12:45-1 :15 EB 
' 

1:15-1:45 KC EB KT 

1:45a2:]5 KC EB KT 

2:15-2:45 EB KT 

2:45-3:15 LH . , 

~: l 5-3:45 
. 

1-,H 
/ ' 

3:45-4:l 5 LH LH 
' 

4:15-4:45 KT LH LH 

4:45-5 : 15 KT LH KC LH . 
5: 15-5:45 KT KC 

5:45-{i:]5 KT - RC KC 

6:15-6:45 RC RC-KC RC 

6:4'5-7:15 RC RC RC 

7:15-7:45 LB HW - RC 

7:45-8:15 LB HW HW 

8:15-8:45 LB HW HW EB 

8:45-9:15 Ll'vffi LMB HW EB 
-

9: 15-9:45 LMB LMB HW EB 

9:15-10:15 Ll'vffi LMB I EB 

Kristen Toth 
I'm a senior Psychology major and have been a 
Writing Center tutor since my junior year. This is 
my second year as the cou~se tut'or for Dr. Parry's 
Philosophy 104. My fayof-ite aspects of tutoring 
are helping students to clarify and organize their 
ideas and working with them to transform their 

· thoughts into the written word. 

' 

LB . 
LB 

LB 

LB 

.. 
KC 

KC-LH 

LH 

RC 

RC 

RC 

RC 
-

-- EB 

EB 
- EB 

EB 

HW 

HW 

Hillary Wiggins 

' 

EB 
Erika Blanchard 

LB 
Laurie Boggs 

LMB 
Laura Brandon 

RC _ 
Rebecca ,Car~foot 

, KC 
Kristin Carlson 

LH 
Lee Hayes 

KT 
Kristen Toth , 

, HW 
Hillary Wiggins 

I am a junior History major and this is my first 
year as a Writing Center tutor. I enjoy helping 
students organize thoughts and. work with the 
fundamentals of writing. I look forward to help:.. · 
ing students throughout the year with their re- · 
search papers. Please come visit me in the Writ
ing Center. 


